Correlative Categories:
1. Advocacy/Government
2. Aftercare and Reintegration
3. Clinical Sciences: Wounds and Scars
4. Clinical Sciences: Critical Care
5. Clinical Sciences: Nutrition and Metabolism
6. Disaster/Mass Casualty
7. Ethics
8. Fire Fighter Issues
9. Fiscal and Leadership
10. Medical Care (non-critical)
11. Nursing
12. Outpatient Care
13. Pain and Pruritis
14. Prevention/Epidemiology/Public Health
15. Psychological and Psychosocial
16. Quality Improvement
17. Reconstruction
18. Rehabilitation
19. Research
20. Surgical Care (acute, non-reconstructive)
21. Translational Sciences: Critical Care and Metabolism
22. Translational Sciences: Wounds and Scars

Category Descriptions:

**Advocacy/Government**
Your abstract involves any aspect of raising funds for burn care or burn research.

**Aftercare and Reintegration**
Your abstract involves any aspect of the medical care, mental healthcare, or re-entry into school, the workplace, and society for burn survivors.

**Clinical Sciences: Critical Care**
Your abstract involves any aspect of medical or critical care of humans with burns or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

**Clinical Sciences: Wounds and Scars**
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of wounding or scars involving humans with burns or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

**Clinical Sciences: Nutrition and Metabolism**
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of nutrition and/or metabolism in humans with burn injuries or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

**Disaster/Mass Casualty**
Your abstract involves any aspect of preparation for and/or provision of burn care in a situation of multiple burn injuries, or other mass events that affect the ability to deliver burn care.

**Ethics**
Your abstract describes any aspect of bioethics related to the care of the burn patient.
Firefighter Issues
Your abstract describes any topics of relevance to firefighters or other first responders to fire scenes.

Fiscal and Leadership
Your abstract describes any aspect of financial or leadership issues related to the operation of a burn care program.

Medical Care (Non-Critical)
Your abstract describes any aspect of medical care of a burn patient that would not be considered critical care.

Nursing
Your abstract involves any aspect of nursing care provided to humans with burn injuries or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

Outpatient Care
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of care for human patients managed in a burn outpatient program.

Pain and Pruritis
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of pain or itching (pruritis) in humans related to burn injuries or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

Public Health/Prevention/Epidemiology
Your abstract pertains to the prevention, or epidemiology, or public health implications of burn injuries other conditions that are managed by burn care providers.

Psychological and Psychosocial
Your abstract pertains to any psychological conditions or psychosocial implications of human patients with burn injuries or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

Quality Improvement
Your abstract pertains to any formal (or dedicated) process of improving the quality of care provided to humans with burn injuries or other conditions treated by burn care providers.

Reconstruction
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of surgical reconstruction of humans with injuries or conditions that are treated by burn care providers.

Rehabilitation
Your abstract pertains to the rehabilitation therapy of humans with burn injuries or other conditions that are treated by burn care providers.

Research
Your abstract describes issues pertaining to research methodology in burn care.

Surgical Care (Non-Reconstructive)
Your abstract pertains to any aspect of acute burn or complex wound surgery that is not considered to be later phase reconstructive surgery.
Translational Sciences: Critical Care and Metabolism
Your abstract describes bench/laboratory research (e.g. animal, in vivo, in vitro) on any aspect of critical care or metabolism involving burn injuries or conditions that receive treatment by burn care providers.

Translational Sciences: Wounds and Scars
Your abstract describes bench/laboratory research (e.g. animal, in vivo, in vitro) on any aspect of wounding or scarring involving burn injuries or conditions that receive treatment by burn care providers.